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Interview

Elie Wiesel

.

.

Elie Wiesel received the
Nobel Peace Prize in Oslo,
Norway, on December 10,
1986. His Nobel citation
reads: “Wiesel is a messenger to
mankind. His message is one of
peace and atonement and
human dignity. The message is
in the form of a testimony,
repeated and deepened through
the works of a great author.” He
is Andrew W. Mellon Professor
in the Humanities at Boston
University, and the author of
more than thir ty books.
Described as a “modern
prophet,” a “moving writer,” a
“brilliant teacher,” a “witness,”
the survivor of Auschwitz
stands also at the forefront of
current events; and on the
world stage, he has become the
symbol of remembrance and
conscience. Mr. Wiesel lives in
New York City with his family.

habbat Shalom*:
In Ani Maamin

you write: “To be a
Jew is to believe in that which
links us one to the other, and all
to Abraham . . . Man calls man;
The Jew is that call.” How can
we believe in that link?

Elie Wiesel: To believe in that
link is indispensable, essential;
otherwise one would be so alone
that this solitude would become
a crushing burden. My whole
approach, so to speak, is to reach
out towards the other. It is not
detachment from the other, but
attachment to the other which
fascinates and interests me.
Therefore, it is the human bond,
the bond between human beings
which, for me, is an adventure.
Without them, we would be like
God, alone. And we are not God.
We don’t have the right to be
alone.

Shabbat Shalom: Is it possible
to understand the other and be
understood by him?

Elie Wiesel: No, but one has
to keep on trying.

Shabbat Shalom: What is
peace for you?

Elie Wiesel: Peace is, first of
all, hope. Peace is rare in history.

Usually, peace is a kind of prepa-
ration for war. Our true peace is
the peace we carry within our-
selves. It starts with us. It starts
within us. And if it is real, true,
it blossoms. Of course, there is a
peace, a realistic, pragmatic defi-
nition of peace: that there be no
war is enough; when people are
not killing each other, it’s peace;
when children are not being
bombed, it’s peace; when women
are not raped, that is, somehow,
peace. But that is not peace with
a capital P. Peace with a capital P
would almost have to be a messi-
anic Peace, meaning that there
would not even be a desire for
war. It is not fear which stops us.
It is desire which transcends us.
We have to strive for Peace, oth-
erwise, it is not even war, but in-
difference which overtakes us.

Shabbat Shalom: In your
books, you mention certain ob-
stacles to peace . . . indifference
and ambiguity.

Elie Wiesel: Of course, be-
cause nothing is ever clear-cut.
For instance: Have I always been
for peace? In 1939 would I have
said that I was for peace? For
peace, for appeasement? In 1939-
40, would I have accepted the
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We have to strive for Peace, otherwise, it is not
even war, but indifference which overtakes us.

verdict and the dictatorship of
the enemy? Probably not! Cer-
tainly not! I think that I would
have done everything—I was still
very young—I would have done
everything to fight. Indeed, I
would not have made peace. I
would have waged war against
war! But there are also other am-
biguities.

Shabbat Shalom: Namely?
Elie Wiesel: Of intervention.

When do we have the right to in-
tervene in another’s l ife? In
another’s business? In another’s
country? In Haiti, there is an ab-
solute scandal going on today.
What should be done to put an
end to that scandal? In Somalia,
there is hunger, there is famine.
What should be done to achieve
peace? In Bosnia . . . what should
we do? Engage in military action?

Shabbat Shalom: What
should we do?

Elie Wiesel: Ah! If only I
knew . . . In any case, I believe
we should stop the bloodshed.
Things are getting better . . . I
am grateful, things are getting
better. My struggle has been, first
of all, to lift up the siege. It was a
besieged city. Things are happen-
ing. Sarajevo is already an open
city . . . will soon be an open city.
We have to go on. We should not
allow the troublemaker to con-
tinue.

Shabbat Shalom: There is the
guilt of the aggressor . . .

Elie Wiesel: Yes.
Shabbat Shalom: Then, there

is the guilt of the one who sees the
aggressor and does nothing . . .

Elie Wiesel: The spectator. I
don’t think it’s the same thing,
because the killer is a criminal;
complicity is also criminal. Let’s
say someone sees, in the street, a
person committing an aggres-
sion. Of course he is guilty. But,
without any doubt, it’s not the
same thing. It is the one who kills
who is a killer. The one who sees
and does nothing is an accom-
plice to the killer. We must be
cautious.

Shabbat Shalom: Why are we
so passive?

Elie Wiesel: You mean why
don’t we do anything? Because
most people are afraid. They are
afraid to commit themselves.
Commitment implies a lot of
things. First of all, a waste of time
. . . it’s as simple as that. Because
if one commits himself today, it
also means that he will commit
himself tomorrow. Most people
would rather remain apathetic.

Shabbat Shalom: But it’s not
just a question of time, because
we choose to spend a lot of time
for things we consider as prior-
ity. Is it not, rather, that we have
lost the sense of what is prior-
ity?

Elie Wiesel: I’ve mentioned
one thing. There are also other
factors. There is the fact that hu-
man nature is such that there are
few people actually capable of
generosity.

Shabbat Shalom: You mention
human nature. In your books,
you highlight the fact that
Auschwitz eludes all explanation
. . . how can we, then, overcome
something we don’t understand?

Elie Wiesel: How can we over-
come something we understand?!
These are two different processes
which both claim acknowledg-
ment. Both are valid. It depends
. . . it really depends. As for me,
I know that all the questions I
had, I still have them. They re-
main open . . . I will never un-
derstand. I do not understand.
But does this mean that I should
stop being human, stop caring for
my fellow men? On the other
hand, if someone says: “I do not
understand, therefore, I stop car-
ing for others,” I must try to un-
derstand him.

Shabbat Shalom: We are free . . .
Elie Wiesel: We are human . . .
Shabbat Shalom: Is forgive-

ness essential to peace?
Elie Wiesel: No.
Shabbat Shalom: It is not es-

sential to forgive?!
Elie Wiesel: For me, it is not

an issue that interests me. Who
am I to forgive? I don’t have that
power. I am not authorized to
forgive. At the most, I could for-
give something which has been
done to me, personally, . . . but
to a whole people! What is of in-
terest to me is memory. And un-
derstanding. But forgiveness . . .
that’s not in my power. Which
does not mean that I do not for-
give . . .

Shabbat Shalom: Maybe not
collective forgiveness, of course,
but . . .

Elie Wiesel: I’ve never yet had
someone come up to me, saying:
“Mr. Wiesel, I was an SS in Ger-
many in 1944-45. I have person-
ally wronged you. Forgive me.”

Shabbat Shalom: You say that
even the killer was human . . .

Elie Wiesel: Yes. Of course,
they had two ears, they had a
nose, two eyes, a . . .

Shabbat Shalom: A heart?
Elie Wiesel: Why not . . . to-

day we know that the killers were
good fathers. Therefore, they had
a heart for their children, for
their wives, for their lovers, for
their mistresses, who knows . . .
for their dogs . . . they kept dogs
. . . I don’t understand that ei-
ther . . . How could one kill and
remain human? But this does not
mean that all humans are mur-
derers. Often, psychiatrists take
a shortcut which I do not agree
with: since Eichmann was hu-
man, since we are all humans,
therefore, there is an Eichmann
in all of us. No. That’s going too
far. Only the one who kills is a
killer. There is no such thing as a
potential killer. Until someone
has actually killed, he is not a
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killer.
Shabbat Shalom: Does peace

require trust? And how can we
trust when we’ve seen what we’ve
seen?

Elie Wiesel: Because we’ve
seen what we’ve seen, we need to
trust. I can always turn your
question around. Otherwise,
what is the alternative? Not to
trust? So what? Live in a world
of suspicion? In a world of anxi-
ety? Of disdain? An act of trust
is sometimes necessary.

Shabbat Shalom: Speaking
about Arab refugees, you say:
“We should simply come to the
Arab refugees and try to help
them. We should say: ‘Listen, we
too have been uprooted; we too
suffered injustices; we lost more
than you did. So let us teach you
how one builds on ruins. Let us
teach you how one can go on liv-
ing without rancor and without
resentment.’” Is it really possible
to teach another?

Elie Wiesel: Yes, yes! It all de-
pends! Of course we can! Other-
wise, I’m wasting my time as a
teacher!

Shabbat Shalom: But to an
enemy?

Elie Wiesel: Myself, I never
saw in the Arabs an enemy. I
think of young Arabs, and I see
unhappy men, unhappy women
sometimes led astray by violence,
blinded by the wish to do harm,
to do justice. For them, it was the
same, but not for me.

Shabbat Shalom: Does peace
with the Arab world imply more
than a political dimension? Does
it imply a religious dimension?

Elie Wiesel: Yes, I would
think so, because any peace im-
plies a religious dimension. Not
only between two nations. When
two nations make peace, when
two beings make peace, in that
agreement, in that movement,
there is a presence, a third pres-
ence, a religious presence. But
again, I don’t talk about that; I
very seldom talk about religion.
I talk about culture. About edu-
cation.

Shabbat Shalom: Why don’t
you talk about religion?

Elie Wiesel :  Because too
many people do. Too many harp
on that.

Shabbat Shalom: If you had a
word of wisdom for those in-
volved in the peace process, what
would it be?

Elie Wiesel: Oh! I would sim-
ply say: “Learn to listen.”

Shabbat Shalom: What is

The fact that the killer
was Christian is a
problem even more

serious for
Christianity, more
serious than for the
victims of the event.

there in the act of listening?
Elie Wiesel: Listening is an

opening.
Shabbat Shalom: What kind

of peace would you like for Is-
rael?

Elie Wiesel: For Israel? A cre-
ative peace, not of despair, but of
hope. Actually, I think that
things are going better. What
happened some weeks ago was
terrible. But I am profoundly
optimistic as far as the peace pro-
cess between Israel and the Ar-
abs is concerned. We cannot give
up now.

Shabbat Shalom: You write:
“The sincere Christian knows
that what died at Auschwitz was
not the Jewish people but Chris-
tianity.” Is it still possible for
Jews and Christians to speak to
one another after what hap-
pened?

Elie Wiesel: I have been in
dialogue with Christian friends
for the longest time. Of course,
they each know that they can
never know what I know. They
accept, within the bounds of
their love, since we consider our-
selves religious, inasmuch as I
speak of religion, that our two
concepts, that our two attitudes,
that our two desires, be not a
desire of exclusion or inclusion.
What I said about Christianity, I
still believe. The fact that the
killer was Christian is a problem
even more serious for Christian-
ity, more serious than for the vic-
tims of the event, the victims be-
ing Jews. The killer was Chris-
tian!

Shabbat Shalom: Are you
waiting for something from the
Christian world?

Elie Wiesel: I wait for this rec-
ognition. Not for us. For us Jews,
in fact, I think it is too late. What
could people now do that they
haven’t already done? But, after
all, we are talking about the
world, about humankind. I am
talking about the third millen-
nium, the twenty-first century.
There are very few Jews in the
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Questions link
human beings;

answers divide them.

world . . . and many Christians!
And I think we should do things
together to save future genera-
tions.

Shabbat Shalom: For in-
stance?

Elie Wiesel:  Together, we
could fight against fanaticism,
against injustice, against oppres-
sion. We could do things to-
gether.

Shabbat Shalom: You write:
“Our children had no effect on
their killers. Or on the world. Or
on God.” God kept silent . . . In
any case, you present Him as a
silent God. If that is so, does He
still have the right to speak to-
day?

Elie Wiesel: Do we have the
right to speak today?

Shabbat Shalom: Was God
saying something when He kept
silent?

Elie Wiesel: I don’t think so.
Maybe He was. In any case, I do
not understand, I don’t under-
stand that language. I like silence,
but not that silence. But you
know . . . I have my quarrels with
God . . . I always had . . . to this
day.

Shabbat Shalom: How do we
avoid falling in the trap of im-
prisoning God in our defini-
tions?

Elie Wiesel: How about not
defining Him? God is beyond
definition. God is always this,
but also that. God is always here,
but also there. If you close your
eyes as you enter in the night,
when you are alone . . . you can
hear in yourself, words . . . or
songs . . . or memories . . . or
sighs . . . and that is all you can
offer to Him . . . And in offering
that to Him, you accept His Pres-
ence.

Shabbat Shalom: In your
books you have presented your-
self as a witness. You also men-
tioned the difficulty as well as the
fear of not having succeeded in
doing so . . . one more time . . .
and yet one has to keep going on.

Elie Wiesel: Uh-hum . . .

Shabbat Shalom: “If you are
searching for a spark, it is in ashes
that you must look for it . . .”

Elie Wiesel: This is not from
me, but from a Hasidic master . . .

Shabbat Shalom: What about

you? Have you found the spark?
Elie Wiesel: No, . . . I found

ashes.
Shabbat Shalom: Are you still

looking for it?
Elie Wiesel: Of course I am!
Shabbat Shalom: Do you be-

lieve in peace?
Elie Wiesel: Wholeheartedly!

And totally! Even when it es-
capes. Even when it dims . . .

Shabbat Shalom: What does
being a teacher mean for you?

Elie Wiesel: I love to study; I
have a passion for learning. And
because of my passion for learn-
ing, I have a passion for teach-
ing. To pass on. The urge is there
to pass on what I have received.
And I love to be with my stu-
dents. There is a bond between
us. We are close. Really close.
They are close to one another and
I am close to them. Even when I
get a sabbatical, I don’t take it; I
only take a semester because I
need to see them, to listen to
them, to be enriched by them.

Shabbat Shalom: Do your stu-
dents bring anything to you?

Elie Wiesel: Of course they
do, otherwise I would not be
teaching. And sometimes, I learn
more from them than they do
from me . . .

Shabbat Shalom: One last
question: If you had a question
to ask me what would it be?

Elie Wiesel: Oh! I would ask:
“What is the question that you
would like to ask me?”

Shabbat Shalom: Why do you
always turn my questions
around?

Elie Wiesel: No, not at all, on
the contrary. It is an extension of
your question, to show that there
is another dimension to your
question. And all are very good.
But as for me, if you are some-
what acquainted with my work,
you already see that I have no
answers. I only have questions.
So, it’s unfair. You come with
your questions . . . And you ex-
pect me to answer. But if I an-
swered, I would be lying to my-
self since I have no answers. So,
I try to deepen your questions.
This being said, is the question
on my lips the same as the ques-
tion on yours? There are ques-
tions even in the Bible . . . There
is a question asked by Moses . . .
if I were to ask the exact same
question, would it be the same?
Earlier on, you mentioned faith,
and God, and sometimes I have
turned your question around. In
doing so, is it still the same ques-
tion? In any case, it shows that
there is enough substance to
deepen our reflection on the
question. In other words, let’s
imagine that someone repeats the
same question all the time. Does
it change in the process? Even if
it’s the same person who all the
time repeats the very same ques-
tion? . . . I’m talking about real
questions . . . It’s fascinating . . .
When I say that I don’t have an-
swers, trust me, I don’t. It’s hard.
I accept with deep humility that
I don’t have answers. If you wish,
what we have done together is an
exercise inside the question . . .
it’s not an escape . . . Otherwise,
why ask you to come and waste
everybody’s time . . . It is so that
we can, together, engage in a kind
of lesson on the question.

Shabbat Shalom: And what is
the lesson?

Elie Wiesel: That the question
is rich. Profound and hard. Pe-
rennial. Questions link human
beings; answers divide them.

*Interview by Jane Sally Kiasiong-
Andriamiarisoa.


